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o visitors from the west, the whole of the Ancient and Honour
able Duchy of Carniola, now the greater part of the Dravska 
Banovina in N.W. Jugoslavia, appears something of a lost world, 

surprisingly beautiful and interesting, with Alps that rival the Dolomites 
in fantastic ruggedness; with its mysterious Kras (Karst), which is one 
of the places good geographers go to when they die ; and with its sunny, 
friendly valleys, where many old-world ways and traditions survive 
despite the annual invasion of tourists from all over Jugoslavia, Central 
EYrope and Germany, with here and there a Briton or an American as 
well. But within Carniola there is a real Lost World, almost as much 
so as that described by Conan Doyle, where, by a three hours' ascent, 
you · recede through untold centuries and enter a region generally 
believed to have been at all times merely the creation of poets' fancy. 
For here is Arcadia. 

Sixteen miles north of Ljubljana, with all its pride in modernity, 
rise the Kamnik Alps, last upheaval of the true limestone Alps of 
Central Europe towards the east. South of their serrated backbone 
of peaks lies a wide upland, from 4500 to nearly 5500 ft. in height, 
about three miles by two in extent, part pasture and part forest. It is 
divided into three planine, or mountain pastures, Velika, Mala, and 
Gojska, the Great, Little, and Forest Fell. But the whole complex is 
usually referred to as V elika Planina, the Great Fell. Like an island 
it rises, its flanks falling away in steep wooded slopes or precipitous 
cliffs to the deep valleys and gorges by which Velika Planina is cut off 
from the neighbouring ranges and from the world beyond. 

A fine highroad passes under the southern cliffs over a wind-swept 
pass from Carniola into Old Styria. But he who wants to visit Velika 
Planina must turn upwards at the village of Stahovica at the edge of 
the mountain and climb on foot, or hire a pony to carry him up the 
steep winding cattle track. Half an hour above the valley lies a small 
mountain village, some half-dozen farms among fields on the warm 
southern slopes of the mountain. Here the first Christmas roses and 
pink heath are glorious long before they bloom elsewhere, and here 
you can find sweet violets. Above the village stands a shrine to 
Our Lady of the Sorrows, and a few minutes further on another one, 
plainer, of the pattern peculiar to plague shrines. On a mighty 
buttress of the massif, nearly I 500 ft. above the valley floor and all 

1 We are greatly indebted to Mrs. Copeland for her kindness in sending this 
article. EDITOR. 
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but 3000 ft. above sea-level, rise the churches of St. Peter and St. Primus. 
They are among the oldest in the Slovene lands, dating back to the 
time when Franks and Bavarians first brought Christianity and German 
domination together to this country. The church of St. Prim us is 
pure Gothic, stout enough to serve as a fortress, which it probably did : 
at first, perhaps, against pagan natives, and certainly, later on, against 
raiding Turks. I have been told that the Turks did actually get so 
far up the mountain on one occasion ; that they stabled their horses 
in the church, though not for long, and that the archaic shrine a little 
way below the church was set up in gratitude for their departure. 
A few years ago the original frescoes were discovered on the walls of 
the church, after having been hidden for generations under a coat of 
whitewash. Mercifully, these old paintings were appreciated, carefully 
laid bare and discreetly restored where they had suffered too much 
from Turks or time. . 

Beyond Sveti Primoz, the path surmounts the buttress and crosses 
a main spur of the great upland. We lose sight of the surrounding 
valleys. Beyond a 'vide corrie looms the face of V elika Planina itself, 
grey rock between green steeps and fringes of forest mantle. The 
path is cut into the face of the rock at the head of the gorge. Then it 
winds up again in steep zigzags. A few more bends, and we are on 
the Planina. 

An airy upland. Far beneath, beyond the foothills, stretch the low 
marshlands round Ljubljana town. Our path is old, very old. Parts 
of it have been rudely embanked, nobody knows when. The face of 
the green upland is broken into small ranges and valleys. At one time 
it was all under forest, pine, larch, and dwarf pine (Pinus montana). 
But the farmers who own the grazing rights up here have cleared acre 
after acre for pasture, felled trees for building material and for fuel. 
At present, the loftier, south-western edge of the Planina is all grassland 
with outcrops of limestone. _ 

V elika Planina differs as much in formation as in appearance from 
the Alpine peaks that overlook it from beyond precipitous gorges to 
the north. It is pure Kras, with all the distinguishing features of that 
strange region reproduced in miniature the typical Kras dolina, a 
bowl-shaped valley with clay-lined bottom, swallow-holes through 
which rain and melted snow drain off into unknown reservoirs in the 
heart of the mountain, to be reborn as springs and rivulets hundreds 
of feet lower down ; dells containing water for part of the year ; and 
finally, caves. The caves of Velika :Planina are old and broken down, 
but they are useful as reservoirs of snow and ice, even during the 
hottest of summers, for water is scarce on a limestone plateau. There 
are a few permanent springs along the edges of the upland, but within 
a few yards of its source the modest trickle of water is swallowed up 
again by the insatiable limestone. There are four natural meres, tiny 
waters from ten to a hundred feet in diameter, and artificial dew-ponds 
scooped out by the herdsmen in the shallow top stratum of clay above 
the rock. These open waters are soon muddied by cattle, and for 
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washing and drinking the population of Velika Planina has to rely on 
a cistern or two and the snow mines in the caves. 

There is an Alpine hut on Velika Planina. It was originally a 
hupting lodge. When it became too small for the host of skiers in 
winter and mountaineers in summer, who invade the mountain on 
Sundays and public holidays, it was enlarged at minimum cost by the 
addition of an ungainly barn with sleeping accommodation for thirty
six persons. This is still insufficient on great holidays ; but when the 
holiday is past and the trippers go home, Velika Planina lapses back 
into peace and her own peculiar life. 

There are pastoral settlements, too, on Velika, Mala, and Gojska 
Planina. A group of about fifty huts stands clustered round a very 
wide dolina in the shelter of the highest elevation (I 66o m.) and near 
the largest of the meres, a crescent-shaped water at the bottom of a 
dolina enclosing what looks like lush grassland and is mainly a quaking 
bog. Perhaps the dolina was more of a lake when the first settlers 
came here. For that was a long, a very long time ago. The con
struction of the huts was adapted so they say from that of the nomad 
Avar's tent, which would take us back to the sixth century, when a 
wave of Slovene immigration followed in the wake of the Avars. For 
myself, I have long wondered whether the principle of construction is 
not the same today as that of the dwellings originally reared upon the 
prehistoric hut circles of Scotland. Or at least something very similar . 
. First comes a circle or oblong of large stones, about 2 ft. high. 

Sometimes the circle is complete, more often indicated by about a 
dozen uprights place.d at regular intervals. If a bit of live rock should 
fit into part of the cir~le, so much the better. Next, our builder erects 
a foursquare blockhouse in the centre, a stout little cell-chamber, 
raised about 3 ft. above ground on a pile of stones and wood blocks. 
In one corner is the open stone hearth, opposite the door the bed-shelf. 
Sometimes there_ are two sh.elv.es., superimposed like ___ berths in-a. ca.bin. 
The free space on the walls is lined with shelves for the earthenware 
pots and dishes required in very primitive dairy farming. The pottery 
is primitive too, and hand-made in the neighbourhood. A continuous 
bench along the wall and below the bed-shelf completes the fixtures. 
Now the intervals between the circle stones are filled in with a palisade 
of boards inclining slightly outwards. Then comes the roof. First 
a skeleton construction of long wooden bars surrounds the chamber, 
like the frame of a crinoline. This is covered with shingles and shaped 
like a tent with a roof-ridge, the lower edge projecting slightly beyond. 
the wall of stones and boards. In the original type of hut there is no 
window, let alone a chimney. Smoke gets out, and light in, by a 
movable board in' the shingle roof. The space between the inner 
chamber and the sloping roof is divided up by radial wooden partitions; 
the back parts serve as tool and store sheds, the front as byre and 
milking shed. The outer entrance through the wall and under the 
shingle roof is usually well under 5 ft. high and never due opposite 
the stout wooden door of the chamber, which is scarcely higher. The 
openings usually face west or south. There is nothing occult about 
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this arrangement : it minimises draughts and lets in only the warm 
winds. 

In these prehistoric huts well-to-do peasants from lowland farms 
scattered over many miles of country spend the summer months. 
When a board rots, it is replaced. If a hut burns down or collapses from 
sheer old age, red-headed Peter, the master-builder of Velika Planina, 
will put up another one near the old site, exactly like its predecessor, 
shaping the rafters with an axe, as his forefathers have done time out 
of mind. In a few cases the old pattern of hut has been slightly 
modified to suit modern ideas, and one side of the roof cut away so as 
to expose one wall of the chamber, which is then provided with a 
cottage window opening to the air. But the principle of construction 
has remained unchanged. · 

I have asked everybody likely to know anything about it, how old 
these settlements might be. ' I don't think there is a hut here older 
than zoo years,' was the most definite reply I received, ' because you · 
can't go on replacing boards indefinitely, and the huts have to be 
abandoned, even if they don't burn down or fall to pieces with age.' 
' And before these huts stood here ? ' I went on. ' There were others,' 
was the reply, 'just like them.' Yes, I commented mentally, and 
before them others, just like them, and so on, back to the time of the 
first shingle-builders. It is the oldest form of dwelling for states and 
countries around. And the queer thing is that it is peculiar to Velika 
Planina and one other spot quite near. I have been told that there 
is another settlement of the same character somewhere in the Rhaetian 
Alps. If some reader of these lines happens to know, I shall be glad 
of information on the subject. On all other planine in the Jugoslav 
Alps, the huts are of the ordinary chalet type. Even the katuns of 
Montenegro, though primitive in their way, are definitely houses, not 
structures that look as if they had been evolved from the tent, or even 
more likely, I . think, .from the earth-covered dwellings of prehistoric 
ages. What is the special reason for this atavism in domestic archi
tecture ? The main reason is certainly that the V elika Planina huts 
are admirably suited to the place. They are not liable to be crushed 
by snow. And, unlike the ordinary chalet, they were surely designed 
originally to serve as habitations for man and beast all the year round, 
if necessary. Ten years ago I was assured that one could not winter 
in one of them on Velika Planina. It depends upon who 'one' is. 
Since then, a fairly large number of young folk who object to wasting 
the prime of their youth on classroom forms, have proved that you can 
in fact winter in these huts, and combine it with excellent sport on 
the snow. There is first-class ski-ing on the undulating ground of the 
Great Fell, and in this connection we might remember that ski-ing is 
indigenous in parts of Carniola. Whereby I mean that the first written 
record of it in Valvasor's classic, Honour of the Duchy of Carniola (168g), 
expressly states that the natives of Bloke in Inner Carniola had, at that 
time, cultivated their art of gliding about the snow on long boards for 
nobody knew how long. 

Who was it first lived on Velika Planina ? Are our Slovenes of 
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today their direct descendants, or did they only displace the mysterious 
folk who flit through Slovene folklore as the Wild Men and Fair Women 
of the Hills ? Unlike the Christian mortals of historic times, yet 
unquestionably men and women, with strange ways and morals, 
dwellers in dense forests and inaccessible mountain wildernesses ? 
No one can tell me. I cannot learn what part V elika Planina played 
in the centuries that followed the German conquest, when the great 
Benedictine monastery of Obbrembur~(Gornji Grad) was founded and 
the wealthy priory of Neustift (Novi Stift). How timidly these settle
ments kept to the wide valley way, crowded together by the vast forest 
slopes descending to their very doors to this day! If folk-tales reflect 
truth, there was cause enough to shut those doors at night, and keep 
within them too, for all good Christian folk, lest the alien, unconverted 
world of the hill should find an entrance during the dark hours. 
I cannot even learn what part the settlements played in modern 
centuries, in the troublous times that followed the Thirty Years' War, 
when the forest region at the back of l{amnik sheltered large and 
powerful communities of freebooters, who were often the virtual lords 
of this maze of Alpine foothills. The reign of the freebooters, over
lapping with that of the lawful Austrian authorities and of the temporary 
French Government under Napoleon, lasted well into the nineteenth 
century, an effectual barrier against tourist penetration of the Kamnik 
Alps, long after the Upper Save valley had already been discovered by 
Sir Humphry Davy and described by Gilbert and Churchill. They 
were a mixed lot, those freebooters deserters from the army, criminals 
hiding from justice, broken men flying from ill f9rtune, or men born 
out of due time and at odds with the prevailing order of things. 

One of the huts on Velika Planina is owned by a very old lady, who 
still remembers Black J urko, last of the Kamnik brigands. He was 
a base and cruel successor of Bold Groga, the ' N an de ' of J urcic' s 
classical Slov.ene novel, and of Dimez, who, Robin Hood-like, was 
always generous to the poor. From the old lady I gather that Black 
Jurko sometimes haunted Velika Planina. Once he caught a lad yvhom 
he suspected of having betrayed him, and hanged him feet downward 
over an antheap, so that he perished miserably. By this atrocious 
deed he roused all the population of the hills, so that he was caught 
and imprisoned in chains at Gradiska (then under Austria), where he 
shared a dungeon over the river Soca (Isonzo) with another prisoner. 
Black Jurko is said to have killed his fellow-sufferer with a spoon, after 
which he somehow dismembered him and stuffed the pieces through 
a netting into the river. Then he managed to escape. Eventually he 
came back to Kamnik, where he died a beggar in 1865. Most of this 
I gathered from the old lady's talk, but I cannot vouch for the whole 
truth of all of it, because the old dame is very old indeed, so old that 
in the days of her youth the Water Man still frequented village dances, 
where he tried to entice the village belles away with him to his watery 
realm. Once she was herself asked to dance a round with a handsome 
stranger ; but as she lool<;ed at him more closely, she noticed that the 
hem of his cloak was all dripping wet. So she refused the perilous 
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honour. You know surely that you can always recognise the water
folk by the wet hem of their clothes, their pointed teeth, and, it may 
be, their greenish hair. 

With the melting of the snows, some time in April, comes the Alpine 
spring with its bewildering wealth of flowers. Botanists know of the 
flora of Old Carniola, and there is no mountain richer in alpine and 
sub-alpine flowers than is the Lost World of Velika Planina, from crocus 
time to the coming of the cattle. Cows are no respecters of alpines. 

Year after year, when the leaves come out, some time in May, the 
peasant owners of the huts and grazing rights come up to repair their 
antique huts and the fences along the precipitous edges of the plateau. 
Year after year, on Midsummer Night, sitting outside the Alpine hut, 
you can watch the Beltane fires, the Kresi, springing into life one by 
one on every hill-top, every village green, almost in every garden below. 
There men and vvomen, boys and girls, dance round the fires and leap 
over the blaze, as their ancestors did before them. Up the flanks of 
Velika Planina toil flocks and herds and horses, driven slowly and care
fully, all through the great Midsummer Night. With the sun, the 
first of them arrive upon the dawn-fresh alp ; then more and more 
and closer together. The great annual holiday time has begun. 
What rejoicing, what excitement of man and beast ! One poor cow, 
like a Bank Holiday mamma, is lowing for her calf that has attached 
itself to another cow; and no\v it has found out its mistake and is 
calling piteously for its own mother, who is not two yards away. What 
meetings of old friends, what renewals of old friendships ! The bull 
alone looks disgruntled. Men don't like upheavals. His attendant 
humans lead him away to a lonely meadow to quiet his nerves and let 
him realise that nothing fell has happened to him or to his family. 
Pigs are determined to the last to find routes of their own. The only 
self-possessed people are the sheep. Small groups of them in close 
formation make for their accusto~ed domain among the rocks. Within 
two hours of the general arrival, I found them calmly grazing on 
Little Field (Njivica), the highest point on Velika Planina. Only it is 
not a point at all, but a circle of limestone rock, all but complete, 
enclosing a shallow patch of grassland pitted with a few swallow-holes, 
where sphagnum moss and rushes still speak of recently vanished 
water. Most exuberant of all are the horses. Whinnying with delight, 
they roll on the grass, gallop and sprawl, and take up more room than 
ever. Wolf, the handsome Alsatian at the hostel, barks himself 
hoarse explaining to all and sundry that the place in front of the hut is 
not for them. ' Cleanliness must be within the hut and around ! ' 
Can't they read ? 

And now come the careless summer months, with just enough work 
to kee[f man and maid from feeling dull and to give zest . to mutual 
visits and festive gatherings o' nights at the Alpine hostel, their social 
club and restaurant, to drink and song, to long evenings spent in 
roaming in the dusk. 

Under the stars, when the moon rides high above the hills and dales 
of Velika Planina, the lads and lasses of town and village come up 
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through the cool of a Saturday night to sleep for a few hours in 
enchanted air, and bask for a few hours in Alpine sunshine next day, 
before they have to return to the valley. The happy dwellers in the 
mountain see them come and go, and remain with their milking, their 
singing and courting. 

Rivers of rich mi1k fill the old earthenware dishes on the shelves of 
smoke-blacked cabins. The milk goes sour and is compressed into 
primitive cheese. Sometimes there is logging to be done. Cream
coloured oxen haul the tree-trunks, one at a time, up the steep forest 
trails. They wear yokes of traditional pattern, not the forehead pad 
in use in the Upper Save valley. The peasants say that the pad is far 
harder on the oxen as it prevents them from bringing the strength of 
their shoulders into play. New light upon an old Gospel text. 

Most of the cattle belong to the big Pinzgau breed, red, with white 
saddles ; but there are still a good few of the mouse-grey Alpine and 
the native cream-coloured breeds, which give less milk, but richer. 
Milk on Velika Planina, with a faint fragrance of thyme, and cream 
as thick as a b~anket ! So much did I have to say about that milk that 
an Agricultural Commission (Commissions in a Lost World!) was sent 
up to check my statements, and duly certified that the milk obtained 
on these pastures was indeed the richest in all the province. Then 
followed propositions for ' rational exploitation of the products of the 
Planina.' For one season the best butter in Carniola was churned in 
the Lost World, and excellent cheese was made. Then the young 
industry died of the spirit of the place. Why go up to Velika Planina 
to slave indoors the livelong day and trouble one's mind with profit
and-loss accounts ? Let the plainsmen make butter and fancy cheese ; 
or the poor wretches at Bohinj, who have to do so for a living. What 
is a model dairy to Arcadia ? 

I sit on a corner of the hearthstone in a hut, waiting for the owner to 
give me a drink of new warm milk. His pail is of spotless new enamel. 
An electric torch hangs by his couch of hay and horsecioths, beside 
the massive silver watch he was given for his confirmation, many years 
ago. In the evenings he comes up to the hostel, swallows his dram, 
strikes a light for his cigarette with flint and steel, and listens to the 
wireless before he goes to sleep in a hut more familiar perhaps to 
Attila' s warriors or even to prehistoric man than to the modern tourist. 

But a final assault is threatening Velika Planina. Within a few years 
a new highroad will be carried through the valley north of the Great 
Fell. The Slovene Alpine Society is waking up at last to the possi
bilities of Velika Planina, and contemplates building a real hotel up 
there. It would be no great feat of engineering to carry a driving 
road right up to the doors of that building. It will be hard to beat as 
a health and holiday resort. I-Iundreds will come up to fi.H it, to 
delight in the air and the view, the flowers and the milk and the snow,
each in their season. V elika Planina will be famous in tourist 
prospectuses, as a Winter Paradise, as a Summer Idyll its discovery 
will be complete. But the Lost World of Carniola will be lost indeed, 
and for ever. We shall have seen the passing of Arcadia. 
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